Sometimes a Light Surprises

SAB, *A Cappella* or with Accompaniment
Epiphany, General

*Olney Hymns* was published in 1779 as a joint venture by William Cowper, the author of this lyric, and John Newton, the former slave trader who repented and became an evangelical minister. Cowper contributed 67 texts to the collection, of which "Sometimes a Light Surprises" is one.

The hymn reflects Cowper’s lifelong personal struggles with mental instability and spiritual insecurity. Verses 1–3 express his sense of spiritual cheer when God grants him an unpredictable “season of clear shining.” The final verse goes further, echoing the prophet Habakkuk’s radical faith (3:17–18) that even in seasons of barrenness the faithful soul, knowing that God remains ever the same, “cannot but rejoice.”

I have matched Cowper’s lyric with a buoyant melody by Michael Praetorius, *Ach Gott, vom Himmelreiche* (1609). By this three-voice harmonization I have hoped to bring the anthem within the reach of smaller choirs, and also to lighten the texture, avoiding thicker harmonizings of this melody dating from the 19th and 20th centuries.
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